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Curbed spending, job opportunities
Key to President Ford's Campaign
By: Bill Heaton
Gerald R. Ford, Republican
38th President of the United
States was born in Omaha.
Nebraska, July 14, 1913; at
tended public schools, Grand
Rapids,
Michigan; B.A.,
University of Michigan, 1935;
L.L.B., Yale University Law
School, 1941. Elected to US
House of Representatives in
1948 and reelected every two
years through 1972, serving 25
years in House; named in
November
1963
to
the
Presidential Commission in
vestigating the assassination of
President John F. Kennedy;
author (with John R. Stiles) of
the book, "Portrait of the

Assassin" (1965); permanent
chairman of the 1968 and 1972
Republican National Con
ventions.
Nominated
VicePresident on October 2, 1973,
to succeed Spiro T. Agnew, who
resigned,
and
confirmed
December 6; succeeded to the
Presidency August 9, 1974,
following the resignation of
Richard M. Nixon.
President
Ford's primary
goal has been to increase job
opportunities in home towns.
The President believes that
short-term public employment
programs often postpone the
real solution of the unem
ployment problems. Therefore,
President Ford has directed his
efforts towards curbing in

flation and stimulating private
industry, aiming for longerterm, more permanent results.
As a result, the newly created
jobs provide better income and
are more lasting than temporary
public service jobs.
President Ford's deter
mination to curb government
spending has been illustrated by
his vetoing a Congressional
measure which failed to link a
tax cut with an overall reduction
in Federal spending.
President Ford has proposed
legislation that would:
* Authorize substantial new
federal assistance to state and
local governments.
* Establish
a
specific
Continued on Page 5
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Jerry Ford looks confident
coming election.

USD students honored
Forty-seven USD juniors and
seniors were chosen last
November to be listed among
the "Who's Who Among
Students
in
American
Universities and Colleges."
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Anthropology approved
by Assembly as new major
The election of new officers
and
the
approval
of
Anthropology as a new major
were the major points of
business taken up at the last
meeting
of
the
faculty
Academic Assembly of the
College of Arts and Sciences,
held on February 17.
The new officers are Dr. Iris
Engstrand, professor of history,
who is the new chairman; Dr.
Jack Pope, assistant professor
of mathematics, who is the new
vice-chairman; and Dr. Ron
Hill, assistant professor of
English, who is the new
secretary.
After the elections, Dean
Foster, who had called the
meeting to order, turned the
gavel over to Dr. Engstrand.
Under her chairmanship, the
Assembly approved the creation
of Anthropology as a new
major.
Students
may
declare
themselves as Anthropology
majors immediately.
It is
recommended
that
Anthropology students include
courses
in
psychology,
sociology, and at least one

foreign language in their
curriculum.
The new major will be set up
like any other major with a
requirement of 33 units in
Anthropology, 24 of which
must be in the upper division.
The program will cover the four
main areas of Anthropology:
physical, cultural, linguistics,
and archaeology.
The department has two
teachers; Dr. Angelo Orona and
Dr. Franklin A. Young. Dr.
Dan
Moriarty
of
the
Psychology department and Dr.
James Moriarty of the History
department will each teach one
class for the Anthropology
major also. No new teachers are
being hired for next year,
although if enrollment becomes
large enough that could justify
the hiring of a third teacher.
According to Dr. Orona
"(The program) is designed to
prepare the student for graduate
work and also for vocations
with
a
humanities
background."
Anthropology
can be used for careers in social
work, public health, teaching,
educational administration, and
public service.

legitimate term in office after the up-

Orona went on to add "that
as far as the job market value
goes, Anthropology is just as
good as any other social
science."

Chosen by a committee of
eight faculty members (one
from each discipline), eight
students
and
two
ad
ministrators, they were selected
for
their academic ability
(normally an accumulative 3.0
GPA), their participation and
leadership in academic and
extracurricular activities, their
citizenship and service to the
school, and their potential for
future achievement.
Among those students from
other universities that were

I US© News iif Brief I
PRESIDENTIAL ADVISOR
Dr. Sam Peltzman, Professor at the Graduate School of
Business, University of Chicago, will speak on "The Effects of
Regulation of New Drugs" March 4 at the University of San Diego.
Peltzman's talk is set at 8 pm in Salomon Lecture Hall, of De
Sales Hall, and is open to the public.
His talk is part of the Distinguished Speakers Series in Law and
Economics sponsored by the University of San Diego School of
Law.

CHAMBER MUSIC

"Ensemble problems in performing chamber music literature for
violin and keyboard" will be the subject of a lecture-demonstration
by Dr. Henry Kolar March 9 at the USD campus. The program is
set for 10 am in the French Parlor of Founders Hall.
The program is sponsored by the Music Teachers' Association of
California and is open to the public free of charge.

NEW LIBRARY BOOKS
The USD library has received a gift of 200 books from the
Canadian government. The books, some of which are in French,
represent Canadian scholarship on such topics as economics,
literature, and history. The new books, whose total value has been
estimated at over $2,000, will be placed in circulation as soon as
possible.

MARDI GRAS
Rumor hqs it that several alumni comedians will be returning for
the French Club function on Friday, March 5th. The 'cabaret' will
start at 9 pm; the Mardi Gras dance will be from 7 pm to midnight.

MAILING PENALTY
ATTENTION STUDENTS: Do not mail 'Speakers Series'
flyers, as postage is not covered by mailing unless mailed in bulk of
200 or more. You may be subject to legal action if this warning is
not heeded.

T£.lf.

There will be a T.G. this Friday, February 27, at 3 pm. Your
friendly T.G. this week is sponsored by Phi Kappa Theta. '

SPEAKERS BUREAU
Ray Bradbury, the well-known science fiction writer will be
speaking on campus in the Camino theater at 8 pm tonight
(Thursday, February 26). USD students admitted free.
see story, Page 3.
Dick Gregory, notea comeaian, actor, writer and human rights
activist will be lecturing in Camino Theater on Monday night,
March 8th.
Continued on Page 4

honored with this award in
previous years are Presidential
hopefuls Birch Evans Bayh
(1951), US Senator from
Indiana, George McGovern
(1956), US Senator from South
Dakota, and Morris K. Udall
(1948), US Congressman from
Arizona.
USD honored six more
students than its quota, which
was
based
on
present
enrollment, allowed. Because
about 170 qualified students
had been nominated, Associate
Dean
of
Students Tom
Cosgrove has written the Who's
Who Service and was granted
this permission. The majority of
the students eventually chosen
received at least six votes from
the Committee and were seniors
since this was their "last
chance," said Cosgrove.
In
addition
to
being
recognized in a $16 biographical
volume, Who's Who Among
Students
in
American
Universities and Colleges, the
students are entitled to lifetime
use of the Reference/Placement
Service, beneficial for em
ployment applications. He or
she also receives a personalized
certificate, local and national
publicity coordinated by the
school's news media, and in
vitations to participate in
national students polls, con
ducted periodically on major
issues of the day.
USD Honored Sally Berndt,
Vernon
Renard
Block,
Elizabeth
Brain,
Robert
Timothy Brundige, Kathryn J.
Burke, James Randall Burnett,
Carolyn Marie Carpenter, Jean
Lee-Ann
Chabo, Josephine
Ann Cisneros, David E.
Clements, Angela G. Condy,
Catherine M. Conway, Karen
Eileen Covelli, Pablo Cuevas,
Michael M. Earley, Sheryl E.
Evans, and Kevin R. Green.
Among others honored were
Paul M. Hanafin, William
Behner
Heaton,
Joanne
Patricia Higgins, John Joseph
Jakubczyk, William Donnell
Jones, Teresa Elizabeth Ketchum, Greer Kircher, Randall
B. Klotz, Charles Salvatore
LiMandri, Michael David
Liuzzi, Carl E. Luster, Michael
R. Marrinan, Liam Edward
McGee, Mary Theresa Naugle,
and David Gilbert Oddo.
Also included in the honors
were: Kenneth Sam Polak, Gina
A. Purlia, Lilly Rosary Rosa,
Grace Anne Simmons, Marisa
A. Sorbello, Rosane Stehly,
Pamela
Alice
Summers,
Darlene Day Templeton, Lisa
Celeste
Unamuno, Rebecca
Vallardo, Thomas Gene Vasile,
Suzanne M. Watte, Mary Anne
Martha
Anne
Wenker,
Whipple, and
James T.
Whitaker.
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"No Senate today" ( Reader's Perspective
Lately we have read a lot about freedom of the press, gag orders,
and leaks of secret information to the press. People in Washington
are getting upset about all the trouble the press is giving them and
they have a right to be. No one likes to be seasick, but you can't
help being sick when someone's rocking the boat. It's true in
Washington and it's true at USD.
Last week, one of our reporters, Dave Oddo, wrote an
opinionated article about the Student Senate's work, rather, lack of
it. The main thrust of his article pointed out that school had been
going for two weeks and they had done nothing more to do at their
meetings than to have their pictures taken.
That morning I took a walk over to the Senate meeting scheduled
for that day. When I arrived I was greeted with a sign, "NO
SENATE MEETING TODAY." Now I'm impressed. They've
gone three weeks without a meeting. But I'm not mad, I figure
they've got other things to do with their time. It turned out that
they did; they were complaining about the paper and telling us that
we weren't doing our jobs correctly. In my case,I really can't fight
them on that. They've got a good point. I don't know my ankle
from my elbow when it comes to this job and I'll be the first to
admit it. But then again, who cares? I'm not getting paid for it. The
AS officers have the opportunity to get scholarships, and students
have a right to expect a top-notch job for from them.
In his article, Dave Oddo suggested some things to the Senate
that may have been unfeasable, but this does not detract from his
article. His main point was that if the Senate had a lot of free time,
why didn't they start work on some new projects? Instead of
getting to work on new projects, some of the officers chose to
attack the VISTA and its reporters.
I guess I'm a little old-fashioned in thatIstill believe in the Tooth
Fairy, Santa Claus, and Freedom of the Press. Although the
freedom thing is eroding quickly.
In this school the AS government has tremendous power over the
student newspaper. The AS president has the power to hire and fire
an editor. Many of the student senators actually believe that they
have the right to censor the paper. I'm not saying all the officers
feel this way, but enough of them do to make me break out in a
case of the hives.
Picture, if you will, what it would've been like if Richard Nixon
had the control over the Washington Post that our AS officers
would like to have over the VISTA.
We're in Benjamin Bradley's office, editor of the Post. In come
two fledgling young reporters with a hot news item.
"Chief," says Carl Bernstein, "we have information that
President Nixon knew about the Watergate break-in and has tried
to white-wash the whole thing."
"Will you keep your voice down! Someone's going to hear you,"
says Bradley.
"That's just the point. We want the whole country to hear us.
This is big stuff," says Bernstein.
"Boy, have you guys got a lot to learn. What do you think we're
in this business for?" says Bradley.
"We're here to spread the truth and let the public know what's
going on," says Woodward.
"Wrong," says Bradley. "We're here to make money and we
can't do that if we have Nixon breathing down our neck which is
exactly where he'd be if we printed something like that."
"But we have a duty to the public," countered Bernstein.
"And I've got a duty to my wife and kids," says Bradley. "I'd be
out hawking papers ifIprinted something like this."
"You mean you're afraid of Nixon?" asked Woodward.
"Look boys, he appointed me and he can get rid of me just like
that."
"But what happened to freedom of the press?" said Woodward.
"It went out the window the time we said Tricia's dress looked
tacky and he turned around and cut off our newsprint for the
month. Listen to an old man, don't mess with the government. Go
out and cover something safe like a three-alarm fire."

Racism
Dear Editor:
Father Conwill's response to
white racism seems to be black
racism. Is this a rational an
swer? How are things in the
kraal, your black reverence?
Mack Hall

Myopic critic
Dear Editor,
In my show MYRNA AND
FRIENDS, I posed many
sociological and philosophical
statements and questions about
man and his situation. I hoped
to involve the viewer in
examining his thinking about
his environment. It is obvious
that the show evoked a
tremendous emotional response
from one particular viewer,
Mack Hall. Via the written
word he has given us a vivid
picture of his particular
response to man and his
situation. This show has been a
success if my sculpture,
composed of mannequins,
shoes,
hats, beds, ironing
boards, etc. evoked such an
emotional response from one
myopic "old art critic."
Sincerely,
Professor Myrna Nobile

Pro incipientes
Dear Editor:
This letter is directed to Mack
Hall's
article
where
he
"critiqued" Myrna Nobile's art
show. (Vista, Feb. 12)
Mr "dear" Mr. Hall, how
dare you try to criticize Myrna
Nobile's art from a standpoint
of ignorance!! In your article
you made no attempt to un
derstand what was going on
with Myrna's art. Rather you
presented a vicious attack upon

Myrna Nobile as a person. You
intimated that she must have
had half her brain blown away
by a bomb to create such art.
Which is in my opinion in
dicative of an overly cynical and
critical personality.
Mr. Hall (I will not condescent to calling you Mack),
you should have tried to un
derstand what Myrna Nobile
was trying to do, and then judge
her art according to her intent.
Then you would have been a
true critic of art, opening people
up to the rhythm in the world
around them, rather than
prejudicing their opinion. But 1
suppose everyone is entitled to

by Jack Anderson
with Joe Spear
WASHINGTON - The
presidential candidates have
been scrambling to find movie
stars to brighten up their
bandwagons. But so far, most
Hollywood celebrities are
turning their backs on politics.
Reagan is expected to coax a
few Hollywood stalwarts such
as John Wayne and Jimmy
Stewart onto his bandwagon.
And singer Helen Reddy is
trying to line up entertainers to
support Humphrey.
Sargent Shriver, with his
Kennedy glamor, has also
managed to attract a few stars among them Lauren Bacall,
Carol Channing, Paul Newman
and Joanne Woodward. Fred
Harris is claiming the support
of Carroll O'Connor and
Dennis Weaver. And Henry
Jackson has landed Bonanza's
Lome Greene. But most of the
stars are ducking the 1976
campaign.

strongly ahead to attain this, for
it surely is not that now. If it is
BOB BAVASI
As a senior in my fourth year to be a major academic com
here at USD, I have seen many munity emphasize this and
attempts to forge an identity for pursue such an aim. But
this university. During this time whatever USD is, realize it and
the term "value oriented in then actively try to achieve this
stitution" has been used goal!
No person likes to be on a
reportedly
by
President
Hughes,
among others
to ship that doesn't know where it
describe succinctly the goals and is going and I believe the same
aims of USD. Initially this to be true here at USD. I have
Editor-in-Chief
Sports Editor
Linda Maenpaa
phrase impresses upon one the been aware of attempts by the
Ken Langley
Managing Editor
idea that USD has as its primary administration to discover why
Business Manager
Dave Clements
purpose the instillment of very students leave this university
Kathy Burke
News Editor
definite moral values in its before they graduate. I propose
Advisor
students. In my opinion the that a major reason for these
Donna L. McLean
Dr. Dennis Clausen
Feature Editor
University of San Diego fails departures is the fact that
Cartoonist
Bob Bavasi
miserably in this respect, and in students don't really know what
Mack Hall Chris Monica
fact lacks a true identity at all. I USD is all about. It does not
would wager that if a sample of have a distinctive character that
students here were asked to they can identify with, so they
Contributers
characterize USD in a word, go somewhere where they can
Dave Oddo, Bob Clover, Mark McCallick, David Rankin, Joe
close to as many answers as find some sort of personality.
Langley, Paul Mendes, Mike Liuzzi, Jackson Muecke, Rob
As an initial step to instill a
students would be received. If
Ashby, Patsy Baker, Bill Heaton, Teresa Konyn.
USD has a true identity and recognition of what USD is all
The VISTA is published each week of the academic year with
purpose, it should be evident to about, and hopefully pride in
the exceptions of vacations and exam periods. Our office is
every student, professor and this, I believe that new students
located in the west end of the student union in Serra Hall.
administrator on this campus. should be confronted im
Address all correspondence to the VISTA, University of San
This university appears to me mediately with the purpose of
Diego, Alcala Park, San Diego, California, 92110; telephone
like a ship lost in a sea of this university, so that they have
299-1040 x9. All letters must be signed in order to appear in
potential roads to follow, but the opportunity to observe
print. Subscription rate: $5.00 yearly.
instead, uses the term "value whether USD achieves its goals
The writing, layout, pictures and format are the responsibility
oriented" in a manner to make and whether these goals are
of the editorial staff and do not necessarily reflect the views of
one believe it has chosen one of compatible with those of the
the Administration, the faculty or the Associated Students
these roads, when it really individual student. Perhaps
unless specifically stated. Signed columns represent solely the
hasn't at all.
after this is accomplished we
views of authors and do not necessarily reflect the editorial
I challenge the University of will have students who know
position of this newspaper.
San Diego to define its purpose what USD stands for and will
The VISTA is composed and printed at San Dieguito Citizen
not with idle phrases but in have pride in this. Ideally, then
Publishers in Encinitas, California.
concrete action
geared to there won't be seniors like me
demonstrate where its priorities who feel that they received a
lie. If it is intended to be a good education, but certainly
Catholic university, proceed not a value oriented one.

vism

Richard Cervantes

The Candidates-and
'Stars get in your eyes'

Does USD have an identity?
By Liam McGee

their own opinion, no matter
how unenlightened it is.
The beauty of Myrna
Nobile's art lies in the thirddimensional rhythm she creates
with ordinary objects such as
sweaters, hats, coats and
mannequins. She also has some
very profound social messages
to convey to contemporary man
in her art.
So the next time you decide to
critique art Mr. Hall, please do
us a favor and don't, but
delegate that job to someone a
little more qualified
than
yourself.

The reason, according to our
Hollywood sources, is that
Richard Nixon has left a bad
memory. In 1972, Nixon
arranged a timely, multimilliondollar tax break for the movie
industry. A Nixon aide im
mediately began to recruit stars,,
reminding the movieland brass
what Nixon had done for them.
An extraordinary effort was
made, for example, to bring
Sammy Davis Jr. into the Nixon
camp. He was promised an
appointment to a presidential
commission and was flown in
style to Nixon rallies. Who can
forget the famous picture of
Sammy Davis hugging Nixon on
stage? Well, Davis would like to
forget it. And a lot of other
stars who supported the
disgraced Nixon would like to
forget they did. So this time
around, they'd rather watch
their reruns, appear on the
Hollywood Squares and keep
their political opinions to
themselves.
Reluctant Regulators: After a
thorough study of the available
evidence, we nominate the
regulatory commissions as the
worst government agencies in
Washington.
The worst of the regulatory
agencies, in our opinion, is the
Federal Maritime Commission.
This agency is supposed to
regulate commerce on the high
seas. But its reluctant regulators
devote their time largely to
gathering
and
categorizing
information that merely adds to
the general confusion.
The second worst agency, in
our opinion, is the Federal
Power Commission. The FPC
has become the advocate, rather
than the regulator, of the big
gas companies.
Judicial Giant: Two years
ago, Time magazine selected
Judge John Sirica as man of the
year. He had been an obscure
federal judge, son of an Italian
immigrant. Yet this judge, of
humble origins, stood up to the
President of the United States.
Judge Sirica broke the
Watergate case. He used his
courtroom to find the truth and
see that justice was done.
He .has
already started
to fade from public memory.
But his enemies apparently
haven't forgotten him. He has
received death threats. Two
armed marshals have been
guarding his hospital door.
Inside, he has been under in
tensive care. And in his
isolation, he has been reliving
the Watergate case. He has
asked members of the hospital
-staff what they think of his
Watergate decisions. The
questions have been almost
plaintive, as if he is seeking,
reassurance.
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VISTA and the part it plays in the AS government marionette show
In March of 1975 the then
candidate for President of the
AS, Kevin Green, made a
number of promises to the
student body of the University
of San Diego. One of those
promises was for an improved
VISTA", with an eye toward a
greater allocation of funds for
the possible printing of the
newspaper twice weekly. A fact
that has become painfully
obvious over the past six
months is that nothing that even
approaches the fulfillment of
that promise has become
reality; a fact that stings the
students' pocketbooks to the
tune of $8700.
The lack of new funds for the
newspaper is not surprising; this
writer had been informed of the
need to reduce AS expenditures
early in September. For this we
cannot fault the student ad
ministration which suffers from
the same economic hardships
faced by all. But there is a far
more serious matter to be
considered here; an imminent
threat to the ideal that students
can learn the truth about what
happens at their university
through
their
student
newspaper.
On February 12, 1976, there
appeared an article on page 1 of
the VISTA enumerating the
various allocations of the AS
budget. The article as it appears
is not complete however; two
days prior to distribution AS
President Kevin Green walked
into the VISTA office with a
copy of that article before it
went to press. Sources within
the VISTA staff reveal that
President Green, before wit
nesses, strongly advised editor
Linda Maenpaa that a certain
section of that story should not
be printed. That section con
sisted of only one sentence, one
sentence that reveals that AS
budget decisions are based on a

survey taken only of freshmen
at the very beginning of the
academic year. Such a survey is
no more indicative of the desires
of the student body as a whole
as is letting the 1976 crop of
immigrants decide what should
be done with the US budget. No
sane administrator wishes such
knowledge to become public.
What is more disturbing
however, is that the Editor-inChief of what purports to be an
independently
operated
newspaper graciously allows
persons outside of her editorial
staff to tell her what she can and
cannot print. Such is not the
mark of a newspaper editor;
such is the mark of a puppet.
The past four months have
borne witness to a series of
events which, when considered
individually are insignificant
but, when reviewed as a whole,
meld nicely into a distinct
progression which can lead to
only one conclusion: the VISTA
is no longer the voice of the
students, but rather its power
has been usurped by the
Associated Student Govern
ment for their own purposes,
that purpose being the con
cealment of its obvious short
comings (those shortcomings
need not be dealt with here; they
enumerated
most
were
eloquently in an article by Dave
Oddo in the February 19 issue
of VISTA) and the protection
of its pristine image, a disease
which exists in epidemic
proportion at USD.
The first incident was the
inclusion of an entire page of
AS news. That in itself is not a
bad feature. It loses its
significance however, when the
student government has not
worked hard enough to produce
enough news to fill one page of
newsprint and when the stories
on that page are not written by
staff reporters, but by members
of the student government

Tonight: Sci-fi fans
dreams fulfilled
Ray Bradbury, possibly one
of the greatest of science fiction
writers, makes an appearance in
Camino Theatre at 8 p.m.
tonight. Bradbury, whose
tendencies lean away from
formalities and reverence, will
be addressing the unusual topic
of "Creative Hysteria."
Bradbury is best known for
his best-selling books dealing
with futuristic environments.
The
Martian
Chronicles,
Farenheit
451
and
The
Illustrated Man, for example,
contain such universal appeal
that they have been translated
into over a dozen languages.
His great love is, of course,
space travel and the many
mysteries unfolding from it.
When he first began writing
over forty years ago, his works

SAVE UP TO 50% in '76

EUROPE tc'299*
2-3-4-5-6 up to 24 wks.

APR.-OCT. '76
Over 915 Flights but:
LIMITED SEATS on long
and summer flights so
book today for '76

One call docs II all.
291-8141

dealt with the "impossible"
dream of man landing on the
moon. In recent years he has
termed
the
Apollo
11
achievement as possibly the
greatest single event in man's
history.
Bradbury is an amusing and
light-hearted
man,
viewing
serious people as "complete
bores." Similar to many other
fantasy writers, he has never
driven a car or flown in an
airplane. He is, in almost all
respects, quite a unique man.
USD students will be ad
mitted free to Bradbury's 8
p.m.
presentation
tonight,
which promises to be most
interesting and enlightening.
Preceding the lecture there will
be an informal meeting with
Mr. Bradbury and interested
students at 12:45 in the
American Parlor.

reporting on themselves. Both
situations are in existence at
USD and neither are conducive
to either interesting reading or
accurate reporting.
The final disgrace, however,
is the censorship mentioned
earlier. For this act, the blame
must rest solely with the Editorin-Chief. Since her appointment
as Editor in October of 1975,
Linda Maenpaa has totally
neglected her duty to the fur
therance of accurate and
responsible reporting, but
rather has succumbed to the
nearly every whim of the
Associated Student Govern
ment, reducing what was once a
respectable
newspaper
into
nothing
more
than
a
propaganda sheet for an
ineffective, indiscreet and
power-hungry
student
government.
The promises made in March
by Kevin Green for the VISTA
and for the students who elected
him have all fallen by the
wayside. The newspaper is now
nothing more than an AS
newsletter, a sheet of paper
which could be printed at far
less cost to the students, par
ticularly desirable to Kevin
Green and the AS government,
particularly disgusting to
inquisitive students. Our thanks
to Lord Green and his faithful
servant, Linda.
James Liuzzi

Better representation sought
by Kevin Green,
A.S. President
The University Senate is a
timely topic whose effect
concerns the whole of the USD
community. The governance
structure, much like G.E.
requirements, had been under
evaluation by a review com
mittee. The intent of this
committee was to come up with

SD s
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a
University
governance
structure which, in the eyes of
its committee members, would
be more "representative" of the
University.
With the University Senate
now formed and its constitution
accepted by the Board of
Trustees,
I
guess
a
congratulations is in order to
those who were responsible for

h c|ub in

debate competition
ATTENTION: All students
interested in Debate Com
petition and Speech Tour
naments, USD has formed a
new Speech Club with a nucleus
of participants for Fall. The six
participants are students of
USD: Associate Professor of
Speech Arts B.R. van Vleck,
Stephanie Craig, Mike Grant,
Chuck Howell, William Jones,
and Jan Mulligan.
Tournaments involving
debates have been participated
in "The Bicentennial Youth
Debates" and speeches were
given on February 17 by Craig,
Jones and Mulligan at the
Rotary Club and also to several
San Diego Community Groups.
There are three levels: local,
district, and sectional.
The Club will be participating

in speech events during the
month of April on the 12, 13,
and 14 at the University of
Hawaii - Manoa Campus for
the "Hawaii Rainbow Inter
national." There will be four
events: debate, persuasive
speech, oral interpretation and
extemporaneous. There will
also
be
tournaments
at
California
State College,
Hayward and a Rhetorical
Conference in May.
All students interested in
exhibiting their speaking ability
and talents, those striving
toward the road of success and
glory!!! Come join the new
USD Speech Club. Meetings
will be held on Thursday's at
11:15 in Mr. van Vleck's room
C20.

Pre-Dents"
Even the tooth fairy
needs help !

vOu GET A . 1'Ti.E V0«E »T

IRAPER
World Travel Inc.
>NSAN OlEGO SINCE <9Z9

Mission Valley—Equitable Bldg

1333 Camino del Rio South
S.D..CA 92108
•Minimum fare which rises de. pendent on date & length of flite.

THE D.A.T. Review Seminar offers a comprehensive 41/2 day course on consecutive
weekends, designed to raise your D.A.T. score. The seminars utilize lectures,take home
materials and practice D.A.T. exams. A course to prepare for the UCSF Performance Test
is also available. For information and enrollment materials call: [213] 886-4468, or write:
D.A.I. Review Seminar, 9801 Balboa Blvd, Northridge Calif. 91324.

drawing up a new governance
system. It would seem that now
with a revised governing
structure all of the past
problems will be null and void.
That finally USD will take
advantage of its smallness and
uniqueness and truly get down
to meeting the problems of the
three dominant groups on any
campus: administration,
faculty, and
students (the
reason for a university's
existence). The ironic part of all
of this is whether, after all of
the research by the committee
members, the new governance
system is all that much better
than what existed before. And
whether a goal of better
"representation"
has
been
achieved. It is common
knowledge that the old Faculty
Senate (the predecessor to the
New University Senate) was not
without its problems. Those
included the inability to meet
the necessary quorum and the
boycott stand of the law school.
In looking at the New
University Senate the past
problems of meeting quorums
and the separatist attitude of the
law school are yet to be
determined as solved. Further
the problem of "represen
tation" is still in doubt. As it
now
stands the University
Senate has membership by the
faculty and administration, in
the form of deans. My question
and hope is that the Senate will
not limit itself to these
guidelines of representation.
But that in its early stages the
need for true University
representation
will
be
recognized and the Senate will
give the largest segment of this
community, the students, a
chance to contribute to the
betterment of all here at USD.
In conclusion I extend my
congratulations to those who
saw the need for a new
University governance struc
ture. I only hope that this
governing system will recognize
the assets of a small university
like USD, and thus the unique
ability to let all factions con
tribute to what can only lead to
a better community and
University.
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Pregnancy — the decision is yours
by Eric R. Hargis

However, should she continue
as before, the odds grow in
creasingly higher of her not
being so lucky. The best form of
birth control is, of course,
abstention. However, celibacy
is not always a viable alter
native.
It should be noted first, that
the Church has not forbidden
the use of contraceptives. The
second Vatican council has
determined it to be the parents
decision in the presence of God
and their own conscience.
Further,
Pope
Paul's
"Humanae Vitae" is not
Church law, but an incyclical
letter, urging the faithful to
consult their own conscience.
The Pope argues that con
traceptives interfere withnatural
processes, but then, so does
many forms of dieting, surgery,
and most medicines.
For those employing the
rhythm, one should remember
that just as in music, there is
often
syncopation.
Each
month, the odds of pregnancy
grow higher. It is not unlike
playing Russian Roulette.
The various types of con
traceptives, and the advantages
and disadvantages of each, will
not be considered here. It is
advisable to attend one of the
evening "rap sessions" at the
Planned Parenthood office.
Here they have complete in
formation
including
the
possible side effects. After
attending one of these sessions,
should you wish to obtain
contraceptives, an appointment
for an examination by the
Planned Parenthood staff (it
will be conducted by a com
petent M.D.). Fees are based
on your ability to pay. They ask
that you bring a stub from a pay
check to compute charges.
Prices are determined by your
income, so if you live at home
you will not be charged by your
parents ability to pay. There are
records kept, but these are for
medical purposes and are
strictly confidential.
Sure, Anne was lucky, yet if
she had not been, there would
have been the problem of
unwanted pregnancy. In this
situation, the best course of
action is to obtain counseling.
Planned Parenthood has a staff
of trained counseleis, many of
whom have been in the same
situation. They do not try to
influence you in any way or to
convince you that one course of
action is right; they merely
provide information and help
. concerning all the alternatives

and the ramifications of each.
They explain the adoption
procedure,
the
abortion
alternative plus financing under
Medical, along with discussing
(he option of marriage. Again
the service is free and con
fidential. The decision is an
important one, seek out help
from ministers, the clergy, or
any person that you trust. Be
sure that you get all the facts.
Consult friends, family, and
Church, but remember, the
child belongs to you and the
father. It is your responsibility
and your decision, not theirs.

Let them thoughtfully take into
account both their own welfare
and that of their children, those
already born and those which
the future may bring. For this
accounting they need to reckon
I -V
i
with both the material and the
spiritual conditions of the times
as well as of their state in life.
Finally, they should consult the
interests of the family group, of
temporal society, and of the
Church herself. The parents
themselves and no one else
should ultimately make this
judgement in the sight of God.
--Vatican II
Anne is twenty years old and
a sophomore in college. Besides
the typical difficulties of exams,
papers, and studying, Anne has
one other major problem; her
An intern position intended
period was due on the fifth of
to provide interaction between
Bowen and Richards announce the release of their new album.
February and it is now ap
the
San
Diego
County
proaching the end of the month.
Collegiate Council (SDCCC)
Please do not initially condem
and
the
Comprehensive
her as being "that sort of a girl"
Planning Organization (CPO)
Continued from Page 1
for promiscious is far from a
has been announced.
BOWEN AND RICHARDS '
fitting label for Anne. She and
SDCCC is the organization of
student body presidents of San
ATTENTION BOWEN & RICHARDS FANS!!! (and her boyfriend, Neil, have been
going together for about six
Diego County's 13 colleges and
everyone)!!!
universities; CPO is the regional
Bowen & Richards has just completed and released their first months now, and although
planning organization in areas
album. This long awaited record, along with a single, will be in the according to Anne, "We don't
such as mass transit, housing,
stores Thursday, March 4th. All the songs are excellent, but pay do that very often." At this
point, it makes little difference
and other matters affecting the
special attention to a beautiful song: Monique.
whether we are inclined to the
13 cities and the County of San
Be sure to get your copies, you won't regret it!!!
Pauline view of premarital sex,
Diego. SDCCC was organized a
or simply Victorian prudery, for
year and a half ago to facilitate
a judgement or condemnation
communications among the
will not help Anne in the least.
various campuses, to enable
students to become a viable
In less than a week, Christian preparation, during Lent, in the Anne needs help above and
political voice in San. Diego
form of community prayer is beyond the consolations from
churches throughout the world
County, and to promote
planned. The Morning Prayer Neil and friends.
will begin the season of Lent.
The first thing that must be
coordination
of
selected
The Lenten season starts, this of the Church will be offered
done
is to determine if Anne is
cultural events. In 1975 SDCCC
together Monday through
year, on March 3. It lasts forty
truly
pregnant, or merely
was involved in such things as
days and is a period of an Friday at 7:35 am in Founder's
sponsoring two intercollegiate
ticipation of the death of Chapel beginning on Ash suffering from one of the host
art shows and co-sponsoring
Christ. Christians realize that Wednesday as another means of of difficulties which can mess
up the menstrual cycle. An early
President
Ford's Economic
they should be grateful to Christ preparation for the death of
pregnancy test is the best course
Conference in San Diego - the
for submitting to this saving Christ; Stations of the Cross
of action. It is painless, inex
only student group in the
event. For this reason Lent has will be offered each Friday of
pensive or free, and will either
United States asked to par
always been a time for Lent. Those interested will meet
remove worries or certify their
ticipate in any of the White
reconciliation with God.
at Founder's Chapel each
existence,
either
way,
House Conferences.
Campus Ministry will help Friday at 3 pm.
beneficial. In the test, the
The intern will provide a
students to prepare during Lent
liaison between SDCCC and
by inviting everyone to a special
Prayer and repentance is the woman is not subject to any
CPO on its activities, analyzing
mass dedicated to commitment
traditional Christian means of examination, only a urine
programs and proposals for
on Ash Wednesday. This mass preparation and thanksgiving sample is required. It is im
portant to remember though,
SDCCC and assisting the public
will be held this Wednesday, for the death and ressurrection
information staff at CPO.
March 3 in Founder's Chapel at of Christ. Be a part of it this that the test must be given at
least 45 days after cessation of
Proficiency in writing is
7:30 pm. A means of daily year!
the menstrual flow, or other
necessary, and background in
wise it will register negative no
public administration, business
matter what the real condition
administration,
student
is.
government,
or
com
In obtaining such a test, Anne
munications/journalism
is
has basically two options. First,
preferred.
she can visit a private pracApplications for the intern
tioner, or second, she can visit
position are available at the
After two years of trying, Marxist who is unsure the US
one of the many local clinics
Associated Students Office on
Stanford University students State Department will okay his
designed to deal in such mat
your campus. Applications are
may finally have a chance to visa, is scheduled to teach a
ters. The clinics are far cheaper,
available until March 2, 1976.
take some novel courses from seminar dealing with European
confidential, and the wait is
visiting professors chosen and labor unions. Steiner will be usually shorter because youdon't
financed by the students teaching "Psychiatry and
have to wait for Mrs. Jones to
themselves.
Radical Psychiatry" which will
finish complaining about her
In a recent action, the explore the history and future lumbago.
Stanford Student Senate voted of the teachings of the mind.
There are several places
to invite well known activist
Among their 36 original around town which offer such
Angela
Davis,
Belgian invitations to people recom services. The most convenient
newspaper
editor
Ernest mended by faculty members
to the U.S.D. community is
Mandel
and
radical and students, one was sent out
Planned Parenthood, located at
psychologist Claude Steiner to to Richard Nixon. He did not
1172 Morena Blvd., 276-9740,
campus this spring to teach one reply.
just walking distance for
class in their respective fields.
campus. They are open from 9
Nearly $10,000 is available in
to 4:30 and the charge is only
student funds to pay for the
two dollars; usually little or no
classes, thanks to a special
waiting. The Birth Control
referendum in early 1974 in
Institute (BCI), located 4379
which Stanford students ap
30th, has free testing, although
proved the appropriation of one
Campus Ministry is en a small donation is helpful.
dollar out of their tuition to couraging students to begin Both are clean and medically
Headed for northern
finance the program. The their spiritual preparations for staffed.
^
California (or L.A., Burbank, Long Beach,
program ran into some dif Lent by joining in an Agape
Anne was quite fortunate, her
Ontario)? Call your campus rep or PSA and
ficulty since then because of the which will celebrate the living test
came out
negative.
tell them you want to buzz off. PSA gives you a lift.
Senate's proclivity to invite Christ. The Agape is scheduled
political prisoners who were for Tuesday night, March 2 at
unable to leave their countries 9:30 pm in the "L" shaped
to come to the San Francisco lounge in Camino.
Instant telephone confirmations on all roundtrip charters and tours
Bay area campus.
AGAPE is a Greek word
There were some charges of
which means love. It signifies
to Europe ($339), Hawaii ($169), New York ($169), Orient ($437),
left-wing bias after the recent
I he brotherly love shared by the
vote but many students who put
Mexico ($199), and the Middle East. East. Oneways available. Plus
Christian community. When
up their dollar in '74 are pleased Christians celebrate Agape they
that the program will finally get do so by partaking of a meal of
new, independent experiential tours. For 24 hour information/
underway before they graduate.
bread and wine and by sharing
Davis, now teaching at
with each other in song and
reservations call collect Westcoast Student Travel Counsel AVCO
Claremont Colleges near Los love. Christ is the focal point of
Center Suite 790 10850 Wilshire Blvd. LA 90024
Angeles, will teach a course this gathering and, as the theme
entitled "The Female Con suggests, the love of the living
213-475-6865 Book no later than 65 days before departure.
dition: Search for a Marxist Christ is what will bring us
Approach." Mandel, a Belgian
together.

)

IVews iij Brief.. .

Lent celebrated at USD

Stanford students
pop for own profs.

SDCCC

internship

PSAtells
Uof San Diegoto
buzz off

Agape means:
LOVE

29 times
a day.
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GUIDE TO MONEY
FOR HIGHER EDUCATION
Guide to more than 250,000 Scholarships and
Financial Aid Source — items valued at over
S500 million dollars.
Contains the most up-to-date information on:

Ford.

"RUN FOR YOUR LIVES .

Continued from Page 1
sentence, which must be served,
for persons convicted of a
violent Federal crime.
* Prohibit the manufacture
or sale of the so-called
"Saturday-Night Specials" in
the United States.
* Extend Law Enforcement
Assistance
Administration
another five years...so this
agency can continue the suc
cessful
HIGH
IMPACT
program designed to provide
additional help to cities and
counties with high crime rates.
With
regards to foreign
affairs, President Ford's ex
pertise in our national defense
has been acquired from his 25
years in Congress; for 14 years
he served on the defense ap
propriations subcommittee. He
believes you cannot buy in
ternational friends and must
deal from a position of
strength.
The President knows world
wide peace requires decisive
action by a strong nation.
President Ford ordered, and
personally
directed,
the
recovery of the seized ship - the
USS Mayaguez. President
Ford's pursuit of peace is based
on realism, and a strong
national defense as well as on
trust.
President Ford believes the
Federal government should not
spend more than it takes in.
"...if we cut only taxes but do
not cut the growth of Govern
ment spending, budget deficits
will continue to climb, the
Federal
Government
will
continue to borrow too much
money from the private sector,
we will have more inflation, and
ultimately we will have more
unemployment."
President Ford helped bring
about the Energy Policy and
Conservation Act. This bill
provides the following:
* A stabilization of gasoline
prices
* An increase in domestic
production to reduce our need
for imported oil
* Energy
emergency
reserves for use in the case of
another embargo
* Conversion of oil and gas
fired
utility and industrial
plants to coal to save oil and

IT'S THE PRIMARY MONSTER!'

gasoline for the average con
sumer
* Mandatory
automobile
efficiency standards for 1980.
President Ford is committed to
finding new sources of energy
and feels the use of nuclear
power
must
be developed
rapidly. The President signed
into law the Energy Research
and Development Administra
tion (ERDA). This agency will
develop new, uses of domestic
energy supplies, including
fossil, nuclear, solar and
geothermal energy sources.
President Ford has made a
strong commitment to assist the
recovery of the housing industry
by:
* Releasing Federal Funds
to enable people to purchase
homes at below market interest
rates.
* Authorizing the sub
sidized construction of 250,000
new or rehabilitated singlefamily homes for low and
moderate-income families.
* Curtailing excessive
Federal spending in order to
reduce interest rates for home
mortgages.

Scholarships, grants, aids, fellowships, loans, work-study programs,
cooperative education programs, and summer job opportunities; for
study at colleges, vocational and technical schools, paraprofessiona!
training, community or two-year colleges, graduate schools, and post
graduate study or research; funded on national, regional, and local
levels by the federal government,' states, cities, foundations, corpora
tions, trade unions, professional associations, fraternal organizations,
and minority organizations. Money is available for both average as well
as excellent students, both with and without need.
BENNETT PUBLISHING CO.
Dept. 214, 102 Charles Street, Boston, Mass. 02114.
Please rush me
copies of GUIDE TO MONEY FOR HIGHER EDUCA
TION at S5.95 plus 50c for postage and handling for each copy.
I am enclosing $
_ (check or money order).
Name
Adddress
City

-

Course selection increased in 76 session
Over
eighty-five courses,
programs and workshops are

scheduled
for this coming
summer at the University of San
Diego. The summer bulletin is
already available and may be
obtained by calling 291-6480,
extension 221, or by coming to

addition to the fourth floor's
TV lounge. Associate Dean
Tom Cosgrove and Resident
Assistant Bob Schafer had
hoped to decorate the first
lounge with plants and posters,
but before they got around to
this and to communicating the
idea to the dormees it was "too
late".
"When, after work is done to
fix up an area for students, and
then that work is destroyed, one
feels less inclined to continue
renovations," said Cosgrove.
When asked if he had any
future plans for the men's
dorms, he hesitated, "Well,
right now," and then laughed.
"Hey, that's a good example of
what I mean."
Cosgrove expressed
his
concern for the "seeming lack
of consideration
for other
people . "

-SA(%

i DON'T THiNK iT'LL BE EASY
To REPLACE MoYNiHAN
AT THE tJ.W.

y/ET NtED A GUTSY SPUNK/
AMBASSADOR-A REALTIGER
WHo LiKES To TALK AND
TAUCToUSH

Room 108 in Founders Hall.
The offerings are both days
and evenings and cover lower
division, upper division and
graduate level work. Additional
choices can be made from
general education requirements,
departmental
or
major
requirements or
from
the
variety of electives.
The College of Arts and
Sciences
courses
include
Philosophy, Religious Studies,
Psychology and Archaeology.
Dr. John Alexander Carroll, a
Pulitzer prize-winning author in
American history will teach a
course
on The Age of
Washington. The Sociology of
Underground Movements in the
20th Century in the U.S. is a
featured
course
in
the
Department of Sociology.
The School of
Business
Administration has available
courses
in
Accounting,
Economics
and
Business
Administration at the junior-

senior level, and a good
selection of courses for the
Masters
in
Business
Administration. Dr. Clement
Nouri is teaching an MBA
course titled Human Resources
Administration in the evenings.
The School of Education has
a well-rounded selection of
courses, symposia in education,
and workshops. The field of
Special Education has 5 special
workshops related to working
with
Exceptional
Children,
language disabilities, mentally
handicapped and learning
handicapped
Children.
Dr.
Robert
Nelson
is teaching
Counseling of the Handicapped
and their parents during the
period June 1 to 18.
Stop by the Summer Sessions
office,
again--Room 108,
Founders Hall and pick up your
Summer Sessions bulletin. Try
to pre-enroll early—you may do
so at any time-to insure a space
in the summer courses.

Of all the bands that play
Chuck Berry's immortal song
Roll Over Beethoven, no one
does it better than Electric Light
Orchestra; and for their encore
Weds., the 17th of Feb., thats
exactly what they did. E.L.O.
came on stage with the right
attitude, to give the crowds
what they paid for. They came
across to the audience ex
ceptionally well, without the
"Kiss My Feet" image of some
Rock Idols. Without using
glitter or gimmicks that bring
others to fame, they made it to
the top by being true musicians.
Hugh McDowell (cello) and
Mik Kaminski (violin) both
performed solos during the
show with the former's ending
with "Flight of the Bumblebee
and the latters ending with him
dancing on one foot playing
"Orange Blossom Special" on
his blue violin. Jeff Lynne, the
groups lead vocalist, guitarist,
and songwriter could have

probably stole the show, but
instead he chose to put the
spotlight on each of the
members. (I mean that literally)
Soms of their most well known
songs that they played were Fire
on High, Poker, Nightrider,
Evil Woman, Illusions in G
Major, and as mentioned earlier
Roll Over Beethoven.

ELO lacks glitterexceeds in talent

ABORTION ALTERNATIVES

San Diego PRO-LIFE
.SoMEBoD/NOT AFRAID TO NAVE
3/4 oF THE WoRID HATE HIS GVjS
AND THiN< OF HiM AS AN oBHox'KLoVDMOUTHED, SELF-CEHTFRED SotfoF-ABiTci/-.

Zip

© Copyright 1976 Bennett Publishing Co.

Dormies show lack
of consideration
A banana peel, an empty
magazine rack, a few cigarette
butts, and some scattered pieces
of furniture are all what
remains of the Deans of
Students' recent plans to create
different kinds of living areas in
the men's dorms.
In just three weeks, five
couches and about seven desks
with lights were already missing
from
the
four
recently
renovated lounges on the fourth
and Fifth floors of DeSales.
The idea to utilize the
previously empty spaces on the
fifth floor originated in the
Dean of Students Office after a
dormee survey, taken last year,
revealed the insufficiency of
adequate study places.
So
during
Intercession
Physical Plant furnished a
"reading, meeting and talking"
lounge, a "quiet study" room
and a "group study" room in

State

MRY/

get ME

HOWARD COSEIL
ON THE PHONE?

583 5433
24 HOURS
FREE SPEAKERS AND
STUDY ROOM AVAILABLE

For those who would like a
concert that lacks glitter freaks,
teeny-bobbers, etc., this was the
place to be. The crowd was
under control, from their own
chosing, and by the choosing of
the bouncers the Sports Arena
hires. One other thing that
made the evening complete was
seeing the KGB chicken getting
thrown on his tail by a bumping
bouncer, the idiot deserved it
too. Maybe KGB will do their
advertising
somewhere
else
now, or are they just trying to
tell us that KGB is for the birds?

IMPROVE y o u r
ABILITIES t h r u
HYPNOSIS
DICK RAK0W

281-4586
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Bicentennial Festschrift
brings recognition to USD
USD is known as a university
which emphasizes teaching over
scholastic
research
and
publication. This is not a
popular stand within the
academic community and our
prestige has suffered as a result.
Members of the faculty in
conjunction with The Friends of
the Library, hope to improve
USD's reputation for scholarly
research,
through
the
publication of a Bicentennial
Festschrift.

The Bicentennial Mood is captured in the Festschrift, available in USD's library.

What in the world is a gopher?
By Jim Whitaker

According to my roommate,
a science major, a gopher is a
little fuzzy critter that usually
hangs out at the forest.
However, I thought I'd look for
a better definition elsewhere,
just to get a second opinion. I
finally found a suitable
definition here at USD. A gofor, I was informed, is a
graduate assistant who receives
50% tuition for "going-for"
movie
projectors,
sound
equipment, etc., and usually
hangs-out in EDC.
The question which arose to
my mind was, "Is this not
asking too much of the
student?" I mean, does it seem
that a student, who has already
received his four-year degree,
should be assigned to such a
difficult task as deciding which
path is the shortest to CI20? Or

whether his right hand is more
suitable to lift the projector
than his left?
What seemed really strange
was the fact that other schools
don't follow this torturous
method of education!! They use
these students as, of all things,
teacher's assistants! Imagine a
graduate student
correcting
tests, papers, and on occasion
substituting as a lecturer for the
professor!! It's the last point
which most terrified me. A
student substituting for a Ph.D
(Piled higher and Deeper)!
In order to clarify this rumor
about these other institutions, I
went to my English professor in
hopes that he would tell me how
foolish this assumption had
been.
However, my hopes were
dashed when he informed me
that it was indeed true that
many schools used this terrible

cm

method to lighten the in
structor's load and to give these
students experience in the
teaching field. I could hardly
believe this statement! What are
teachers paid for but to teach?
If I can carry 16 units, why
can't an English teacher teach
14 units? I've got two more
units! Whay should he com
plain? (So what if he has 40
students to a class.)
With
all these thoughts
running through my mind I
finally gave up my search. I
couldn't stand any more of
these revelations. Oh well, at
least I found/ny definition of a
gopher.

Festschrift is a German word
which means scholarly studies
in honor...Under the editorship
of Dr. Arthur Ide, The Fest
schrift is a collection of
monographs on select facets of
the American Revolution
authored
by
Sr.
Helen
McHugh,
English;
Prof.
Marian
Helleman; Library;
Mother Eleanor Reagan RSCJ,
deceased; Lucy Killea, Fronteras '76; Dr. Abdellatif Kriem,
French; Dr. Thomas Keys,
Emeritus, Mayo Clinic; Dr.
Irene S. Palmer, Nursing; Dr.
James R. Moriarity, History;
Ronnie Jamro, Graduate
student in History; and Dr.
Arthur Ide, History; it was
prefaced by the most Honorable
Donald H. Gilbhirst Canadian
Consul General, Los Angeles.
The articles include a
complete range of academic
subjects including the social life
and customs; military and naval
operations; history, religious
and economic life. They are
written within the framework of

Mr. Walter A. Foley. Port Angeles, Washington

uWo
NOW, FULL SCHOLARSHIP ASSISTANCE FOR YOUR
JUNIOR AND SENIOR YEARS, PLUS A CHANCE TO
BECOME A LEADER IN THE NEW NAVY.
Tuition, books and educational fees all included in this new 2--Yr.
NROTC Scholarship program. Along with $100 a month to help you
with your living expenses. And on top op that you have an op
portunity to build a rewarding career for yourself in the fast-growing
management area.

If you can qualify for the demanding yet rewarding nuclear field you
can anticipate five years of employment as a regular Navy officer.
For full details on this new 2-Yr. NROTC candidate program, phone
or see your local Navy recruiter.

Be someone special in the Navy.
LT RICK K00KER
will be at SERRA HALL
March 1 & 3 from 10 am to 2 pm
or call
(714) 293-6444

The articles are
wellresearched and reflect the
scholarly resources of the
university library. The Fest
schrift
includes a 50-page
bibliography of the primary
resources found within the USD
library, making it a valuable
and rich research tool for the
student. It is illustrated with
never before reproduced,
original artwork from the
James S. and Helen Copely art
collections; bookplates executed
by Paul Revere and others from
the James S. Copely library
special collection and an
original music score written in
1776.
The Bicentennial Festschrift
is on sale at the main desk of the
James S. Copely library for
$3.25. It is rich in research and
primary resource material
making it a worthwhile in
vestment for the student.

ARE
AMERICANS
"His flight
training was worth NATURAUY
$300,000. It didn't RELIGIOUS?
cost us a cent'.'

You must have at least a 2.5 GPA and be in good physical condition.

an international perspective,
including the outlooks of
countries as diverse as Morocco
and Canada towards the
American Revolution. They
include both traditional and
nontraditional
viewpoints
towards
the - American
Revolution, providing a wellrounded, balanced perspective
of American History.

"Our son is a Navy jet pilot. And the way I
figure it!' says Mr. Foley, "if his flight training is
worth more than a quarter million, he's got to be
good'.'
If your son is a senior or college graduate
who can qualify, the Navy will guarantee him a
place in flight training school before he joins. If he's
a sophomore or junior, our Aviation Reserve
Officer Candidate Program reserves him a place
in Naval aviation before he graduates.
If you think your son can qualify, suggest he
see his Navy Recruiter.

Be Someone Special. Fly Navy.
NAVY INFORMATION TEAM
on campus in SERRA HALL
Mar 1 & 3 10 am to 2 pm
or call
293-6444

Maybe they're naturally in
dustrious, inventive or frontieroriented.
But naturally religion ° No.
85 million Americans have
no expressed faith. Millions more
don't practice the faith they pro
fess. Millions more, every year,
drift away from faith altogether.
If you believe in the power
of the Gospel of Jesus and think
His Gospel still has something to
offer America, then maybe you
should investigate the Paulist
way of life.
The Paulists are a small com
munity of Catholic priests who
have been bringing the Gospel
of Jesus to the American People
in innovative ways for over 100
years.
We do this everyday through
the communication arts—books,
publications, television and radio
—on college campuses, in par
ishes, in missions in the U.S., in
downtown centers, in working
with young and old.
We don't believe in sitting
back. Do you?

THE
MULISTS

Missionaries to Modern America

Mail to:
Rev.Frank DeSiano,C.S.P.,
Room A 116
PAULIST FATHERS
415 West 59th Street
New York, N.Y. 10019

Name.
Address,

City. State

. Zip_

| College
I attending Class of.

L

"J
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Heartbreaking loss
blankets play-off birth

Jackson rescues Recreation Department

In March of 1973, Jackson
Muecke began his career as
Recreation Director here at
USD. At that time, there was
little if any organized recreation
on campus. The only recreation
class was women's tennis. Now
a short three years later we have
over
twenty-five
activities,
ranging from yoga to scubadiving. Soon such classes as arts
and crafts, introductory ballet,
water polo, badminton, and
women's self defense will be
added. In 1973, there was no
women's intramurals, and only
three for men: football,
basketball, and softball. Now
USD hosts a pretty good
assortment of intramurals for
both men and women.
Who is this boy wonder
behind this vast improvement in
our recreation department? A.
Jackson Muecke is probably
known best by the characters he
plays. Those characters are the
Octopus Man, Super Fag Pig,
Jean Claude Jackson, and his
most famous beings, El Fraudo
and Grandfather. El Fraudo is a
kind of magician that trains
fleas and crabs to do amazing
feats. Jackson has a little
trouble finding fleas with all the
flea collars being sold now, but
the crabs are no problem, with
our football team being such
generous donatons. You may
also know Jackson as the
derelict that almost ran you
over at the last T.G. in one of
the few Cadillacs which he
owns. Or was it the little green
cart with the mini bike engine?
Jackson's latest achievement
was being elected president of
the Alamo Club.
The Alamo Club is one of the
newest clubs on campus,
donating their time and efforts
to help out the misfortunate
cowgirls
found
in
the
Clairemont
Bowling
Alley.
Well, at least it provides more
crabs for El Fraudo. Anyone is
welcome to join this cause, but
it can prove to be backbreaking
work. (You must be over 21 or
have a good ID.)
Jackson also announces the
football,
basketball,
and
sometimes the baseball games.
He offered to announce the
S.D. Chargers games for $50 a
game, but the Chargers refused,
saying that Jackson would have
to pay them a lot more than
$50.
Although it doesn't show
often, Jackson does have a
serious side and he is well
qualified for his job. He
graduated in 1971 from USD as
a pre-law/pol-sci major. He is a
WSI trainer, certified in First
Aid, a certified scuba diver, a
tennis instructor, guest lecturer
at S.D. State lor recreation
classes, certified as an instructor
of
cardio-pulmonary
resuscitation, has one-half of a
pilots license, will soon have a
Master's degree in Education.
Jackson is also a member of
"Guys for Gays," a local
charity outfit. Muecke plans to
keep building USD's recreation
program.
"I
create
the
programs which I would have

wanted when I went through
USD." Among those future
plans are a utility softball field,
renovation of the shower
rooms, a training room,
classrooms for recreation
classes, and a sauna by the pool.
Some four wall racquetball/handball courts are in the
works too. By next fall we

should have a nice sized exercise
room with training facilities in
the gym.
As far as events and trips are
concerned, this semester will
include Wrestling Night, more
Friday Night at the Movies, two
big ski trips, a Baja trip, a
possible Roller Derby Night, ice
skating, and go-karting.

Last Friday night, USD,
playing their most inspired ball
of the season, lost a heartbreak
to number 4 ranked Grand
Canyon College 49-47.
Behind the tenacious defense
of Gary Ely, holding Anteater
Ail-American Bayard Forrest to
just 6 first half points, and the
strong rebounding of Buzz
Harnett (6) and Paul Meade (5),
USD jumped to a 20-15 lead.
Playing quite deliberately and
taking only good shots USD
jumped into a 18-14 lead,
forcing Grand Canyon out of
their man to man defense with
5:39 to play. From this time, the
Toreros stalled almost four
minutes, forcing the Anteaters
out of their zone.
Ken Smith led all scorers at
half with 8 pts.
After
halftime,
Grand
Canyon came out firing,
overtaking the Toreros at 23-22
from where the lead see sawed
several times, neither team able

to pull away. Down 42-36 with
four minutes to play, Coach
Brovelli installed sharp shooting
Jim Ferguson and the Toreros
began a full court press. Paul
Meade made a long jumper but
Bayard Forrest countered with
two free throws after being
fouled by Buzz Harnett on a
questionable call.
USD pulled within 2 on a pair
of free throws by Mike Strode
and a long jumper by Jim
Ferguson. Grand Canyon sank
2 free throws as Ferguson
committed his first foul but he
countered with a long jump shot
making it 46-44. USD fouled
the next two times down and
Grand Canyon, making 3 of 4,
jumped on top 49-44. On a
three point play, Kenny Smith
pulled the Toreros within 2, 4947. Tough defense forced a
turnover with seventeen seconds
as USD closes its season at
home Friday night against
Chapman College at 8 PM

Williams unveils strategy
for new season
The 1976 Torero Football
Season gets underway Monday,
March 1st as new coach, Bill
Williams welcomes some fifty
players to spring football,
which will take place Mon.Thurs. from 3-5 pm, for five
weeks.
Coach Williams feels that
spring football is necessary this
year to adjust the players to his
system. He hopes to accomplish
three things: First, the proper
placement of personnel — each
player will be required to play
both
offense and defense,
enabling the coaches to fit the
players to their best position.
Second -- improved techniques,
since there will be ho pads in
spring, the time will be spent
working on basic techniques to
improve the players and save
time in September. Third -- and
importantly, Coach
mdst
Williams hopes to develop and
impress upon his players a
group-oriented attitude, giving
each individual a sense of
purpose and feeling of team
unity.
On offense next year, expect
lots of changes. Coach Williams
hopes to bolster last year's
sagging offense by changing to
a Multiple T attack, em
phasizing both the ground game

yy

and play action pass. To
simplify assignments and enable
the best blockers to beat the
point of attack, Coach Williams
plans to flipflop his line.
Instead of playing his side,
linemen will either be strong or
weak depending on position.
Hopefully this oncoming of
fense will average more than a
touchdown a game. On defense,
the Toreros will return to a
similar defense of last year.
An invitation to play will be
extended to all players who
participate in spring and the off
season conditioning program.
Weightlifting is emphasized to
help condition and strengthen
the players. An in season
program will supplement this in
the hopes that team strength
will improve over last year when
the Toreros were over powered
by most opponents.
Next year the Toreros start
football Aug. 20, with camp, a
two week session consisting of
three practices a day. The
schedule has been toughened
with the addition of Cal State
L.A. and Occidental but the
Toreros are "going to ambush
some people." With a tough
aggressive unified group of
players, next year will hopefully
be "The Year Of The Toreros!"

M
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USD scheduled home ending
Two of the University of San
Diego's NCAA Division II
rivals visit the Alcala Park
campus this week. Tuesday
night the Toreros host UC
Riverside, then on Saturday
night Feb. 28 Chapman College
comes to town which will close
out the 1975-76 regular season
schedule for the Toreros (both
games start at 8 pm).
The Toreros (13-10 on the
year) must rebound from a
heart breaking 49-47 loss to
highly ranked Grand Canyon
College. In the game USD had a
chance to tie the score, when
with 17 seconds left Antelope
guard Rich Bacon fumbled the
ball out of bounds. However,
USD then turned the ball back
over to the pressing Antelopes,
preserving the win for Grand
Canyon.
Ken Smith has taken over the
season scoring lead for the
Toreros, he is now averaging
14.3 ppg. Ken has now scored
983 points in his career, which
puts him in seventh place on the
all time rolls. He already has
two school records one for the
most consecutive field goals 19,
and most games played 104.
Eddie Davis is averaging 13.3
ppg. and 5.1 assists.
UC Riverside coach Freddie
Goss is suffering through his
first sub-500 season in his seven
year career as Highlander head
coach. The Highlanders are 815 (3-5 in the CCAA) on the
year, and are 5-6 overall against
the Toreros. Earlier this year

the Toreros downed UCR 7356, in what was Mike Strodes
best game of the year. The
5'11" sophomore, guard went
10-11 from the floor and dished
off 4 assists. Ken Smith was
USD's leading scorer with 21
points.
Forward, Alvin
Joseph is
UCR's leading scorer at 15.1
ppg, guard Larry Reynolds has
a 13.4 average, Reggie Mims is
third at 13.0 ppg. Both Mims
and Joseph weren't allowed to
play in the first meeting between
the two schools for disciplinary
reasons.
While UC Riverside is having
their
troubles,
Chapman
College on the other hand is
putting the finishing touches on
a fine year. The Panthers are
15-11 on the year, however, two
of their losses have come at the
hands of the Toreros. On Jan.
3, USD beat the Panthers 86-84
in the Bakersfield Tournament;
then on Feb. 12 USD just got
away with a 74-72 win in a game
played at Chapman.
Chapman lost a narrow 66-64
decision to UC Irving Saturday,
on a 50 foot shot at the buzzer.
Len Prequitt is the Panthers
leading scorer with a 17.5 ppg
average and 12.3 rebounds per
game. Guard Mike Adams has a
12.3 ppg average and 4.8 assists.
Clarence Clark (a guard, who
went for 31 points in our first
meeting of the year) is next
averaging 11.2 ppg. USD is 14-9
overall against Chapman.
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Intramural News
by Bob Clover

BASKETBALL BEGINS..."

With a slight schedule delay now over, all the USD men's
basketball teams are ready to start a long, fun intramural season.
Competition presently calls for seven games nightly thus involving
action among fourteen teams. The times are back to back, starting
with a single game at 7 PM, and two simultaneous games being
played on separate courts at 8, 9, and 10 PM.
This busy schedule was necessary so all the competitors could be
provided with equal playing time. There are two leagues at the
combined law school/undergraduate level: The Mon.-Wed. league
and Tues.-Thurs. league.

Recreational Activities
In this Issue:
- Recreation Board MeetingTues. March 2
- U.S.D.
BasketballSaturday
- Recreation
Sponsored
Movie
- Alamo Club Meeting-New
Award
- Ski Mammoth
The Recreational
Activities

Board will meet on Tuesday

March 2, from 5 to 6 pm.
Desales Hall. Anyone with
kinky ideas for Recreational
Activities on or off campus is
asked to attend.
U.S.D.
plays its last
Basketball game of the season
on Saturday night, Feb. 28. We
still have a slim chance of
making the play-offs with a win
on Saturday. Show up for the
game and enjoy Torero
Basketball at its best. After the
game a "Lark" will be held in

the Student Union. Drop by and
celebrate our Basketball game
victory.
The Recreation Department
is proud as punch to sponser a
Rip-offs Bros, film release
about a 40 foot beaver who
viciously attacks Yosemite and
Sequoia National Parks. The
movie, billed as a disaster-type
film modeled after "Jaws" is
appropriately titled "Gnaws".
The
movie
stars
Hugh
Beaumont, Barbara Billingsly,
Tony Dow, and Jerry Mathers
as the beaver. Check with
Jackson for theatre location
and movie times.
The Alamo Club will meet
again on Tues. night, March 2.
"Anyone getting engaged to a
cowgirl
on
Tuesday
automatically assumes the
responsibilities
of
club
president," club marriage
counselor Bob Bavasi insists,
"we must have club heirs." The
length of the marriage, or
whether love is involved,
doesn't matter according to
Bavasi. "I want this club to last
forever!"
SKI MAMMOTH

30 spaces are available for a
Mammoth Ski Trip over
semester break, March 22 thru
26. The 5-day ski package
includes
transportation,
lodging, and great dinners- cost
$55.00. Seals include steaks,
chops, salads, hot wine, etc.
Sign up now at the Sports
Center. Students need not be
from U.S.D.

U.S.D.'s own jogging prodigy, Super Jogger Mike Smith, waves aloha as
he leaves for Hawaii sporting his new invention, Smith Jogging Pon
toons.TM "I sleep while standing up," chuckles Mike. "That's when the
shark start nibbling." Mike's diet on the trip will consist entirely of shark
meat and diet Shasta. "Can't chance a cavity out there," Mike states
seriously; "no dentist for miles." I think the biggest cavity is between your
ears, Mike.

• • • • • • n o n e

VIEWFINDERS
t i n o o n n D o a d
Student Photography
Competition
Over $7,000 in prizes
for color
& black/white photos

CONFUSED ABOUT
CHARTER FLITES?
We can help you with
FULLY BONDED flites to:
• London, Amsterdam, Paris,
Frankfurt, Zurich, Madrid
From $349
• New York, Hawaii
From $169
• 1 to 21 weeks duration
• Our 14 years of charter
experience at your service

Winners in all stores

ENTER
NOW
Until March 6,1976

t^BROADWAY

ror full
iui Information:
For

Charters
Unlimited
4246 Overland Avenue
Culver City, California 90230

(213) 836-2550

LOW COST CHARTER FLIGHTS TO EUROPE
CAMPING AND STUDENT TOURS
Contact: Tamure Study Tours
14613 E. Whittier Blvd., Whittier, Ca. 90605
213-723-9003 714-523-3414

Intramural Basketball Scores

Time

Team

Score

Time

Team

7

Tke
"J"s

63
77

9

SLA
62
Ownomuonohs 37

8

37
Crabs
Schuyilkill Exp. 51

9

Numbnuts
UFLA

40
19

8

EMBO
L.T.A.

10

Numbnuts
Shooters

79
50

10

Run-nGun

38
58

33
56

Score

"SOFTBALL DILEMMA"
A note of disappointment for all you fast pitch softball
players. As you have probably been wondering, the schedule of
games has not yet been posted due to the unavailability of a softball
field. According to Jackson Muecke, USD recreation director,
"There are 90 teams waiting to play at our regular field in Presidio
Park. So, we had to go looking elsewhere and so far no available
fields." If the intramural department then cannot get the use of a
convenient softball field, the unfortunate result will be cancellation
of the men's fast pitch softball event for this spring. Jackson,
though, searching for optimism said that every effort will be made
to obtain a Field before the activity is finally called off.

SUMMER JOBS
Guys and gals needed for summer employment at
national parks, private camps, dude ranches, and
resorts throughout the nation. Over 50,000
students aided each year. For FREE information
on student assistance program send selfaddressed STAMPED envelope to Opportunity
Research, Dept. SJO, 55 Flathead Drive,
Kalispeli, MT 59901. Many good jobs are avail
able!
APPLICANTS MUST APPLY EARLY.

Y00BSELF
Todays Army isn't just a place
to mark time. It's a place where
you can build up your assets,
discover capabilities within your
self, and learn a skill — a skill that
will last a lifetime.
We'll help you grow physically
and mentally You'll be self-reliant.
You'll make good decisions about
yourself and your future. And
that's the best investment you
could ever make.
Ask your Army
Representative.

Join the people
who've joined theArmy.

